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and
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a Specialty
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WASHINGTON, D. C.
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ASPARAGUS ROOTS (*crop short*) Palmetto, Barr's Mammoth, Conover Collosal, Giant Argentueil, Carolina Queen and Columbian Mammoth White, two years old, tied 50 in a bunch, $6.00 per 1000. Any of the above named varieties, EXTRA SELECTED, THREE YEARS OLD, $8.50 per 1000. These also are tied 50 in a bunch.
Bonvalett's Giant and Reading Giant, two years old, $6.50 per 1000.
The new rust resisting variety, MARTHA WASHINGTON, two years old, $15.00 per 1000.
EXTRA STRONG TRANSPLANTED ASPARAGUS ROOTS, any variety, (except Martha Washington) $15.00 per 1000. Too bulky to tie.

ASPARAGUS SEED (*crop short*) PALMETTO, BARR'S MAMMOTH, CONOVER COLLOSAI, GIANT ARGENTUEIL and COLUMBIAN MAMMOTH WHITE, 30 cents per pound. BONVALETT'S GIANT and READING GIANT, 50 cents per pound.

RHUBARB ROOTS. FORCING CLUMPS are graded in sizes: XXXXX is the largest size, XX the smallest. Prices are as follows: xxxxxx at 20 cents, xxxxx at 15 cents, xxxx at 13 cents, xxx at 11 cents, xx at 7 cents. The Field Cuttings, known as (x) size, $30 per 1000. All new grown clumps.

HORSE RADISH CUTTINGS (*crop short*) MALINER KREN or BOHEMIAN. This wonderful variety was discovered by U. S. Botanical Explorer, Mr. David Fairchilds, and sent to us to be tested out in this country. It proved to be the greatest success and will grow in any soil in any state. We introduced this in 1904, and since that time, we have never been able to meet the great demand for the cuttings. For the convenience of our customers, we tie these 50 in a bundle, $8.50 per 1000.

SEED CORN, SHEDAKER'S CHOICE (A cross between Adam's Early and Buck Mountain.) Very early, large ears, slightly sweet and most productive. Sold wholesale this year in New York market at 75 cents per dozen ears, when cut green. Price $10.00 per bushel.
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